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I'm trying to save as many lives as I can from living this daily
HELL I live in from inhaling Methane/Natural Gas

My toxins clog up in my lymph nodes and glands and during these
episodes, my pain is excruciating, my legs swell up with toxic
edema, becoming hard as a rock, (different then pitted edema) I
can NOT urinate, can only eat dry popped corn and drink water as I
can NOT digest food, my head feels like a sledge hammer is
pounding it from both sides, my Blood Pressure goes up to 200/106
and stays there consistently for three days or longer and my pulse
drops, when my BP is starting to come down, my pulse goes to 130
beats per minute, I am freezing cold, then the liquid diarrhea
starts and then profuse perspiration from head to toe, leaving my
clothing and bedding saturated, at this stage, I know some of the
toxins have been released from my lymph glands. I am usually in
bed for about 10 days before going through all the stages, leaving
me in a completely exhausted state. These episodes happen
frequently. The toxins have also affected my Cholesterol level
skyrocketing it.
My Internist Dr John Milliken use to tell me that I had the BEST
Cholesterol of any of his patients and asked me what I did to keep
it so PERFECT. Inhaling Natural/Methane Gas has destroyed my
ability to control it now. The toxins have also affected my weight

gain.
My Internist for over 35 years was Dr John Milliken, brother of
former Governor William Milliken in Michigan and these two
brothers were friends of my husband Dean W. Seger MD. Dr
John Milliken did 118 injections and scratch tests on my back
to see what I was allergic to, only ONE thing, household dust.
After inhaling Methane Natural Gas for so many years, I am now
allergic to everything and have difficulty breathing daily. My lungs
are full of numerous identified toxins that are found in
Methane/Natural Gas. I carry carbon masks with me as I never
know when I will encounter an odor that will take away my
breathing ability.
My head hurts constantly, it feels like worms crawling in my brain
and like I am wearing a tight swimming cap, affecting my eye sight,
this is a DAILY feeling, but when my toxic episodes happen, it gets
WORSE and I have to remain in a horizontal position, as I lose my
balance. People have told me when visiting me, they have
watched the blood drain from my face when I have one of my many
different episodes/spells, that leave me dizzy and I must lay down.
I never know when these spells will hit me.
I can NOT attend family functions, or any form of public functions
as I am too ill. I have five children and their spouses and sixteen
grandchildren and they all see me go through this HELL and
remember when I use to be the leader of all our activities and my
grandchildren keep asking,
"when is grandma going to get better?"
Noises grate on my nerves and I can NOT attend my
grandchildren's activities as I can NOT stand the noise, or the
"busy" activity, especially when at a sport game and the fans start
stamping their feet on the bleachers, causing me to have to leave a
game as the pain in my head is excruciating from the noise, this is

caused by the Toxins grating on my nerves.
If I could transfer my life of HELL from inhaling toxic
Methane/Natural gas in my home to the executives of the
Oil/Gas Companies and the Politicians supporting these
Companies, I can assure you, they would change their LIES about
stating, that neither Fracking, or Methane/Natural Gas is NOT toxic,
or harmful to humans, or the environment.
The amount of money Oil/Gas Companies are paying property
owners for leasing to Frack on their land will be the
BIGGEST NIGHTMARE the property owner ever encountered and
the loss of their health and the devaluation of their property as NO
ONE will want to buy contaminated land.
Tornados and hurricanes leave destruction and costs billions of
dollars, that is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to paying
the medical bills for the people living where the fracking toxic
chemicals will reach them as in time they won't be able to work, will
need financial assistance, food stamps, medical coverage, etc.
Gerry Seger

